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Introduction
1. The purpose of this Auditing and Assurance Standard

(AAS) is to establish standards on the auditor’s respon-

sibilities, audit procedures and provide additional guid-

ance to that contained in AAS 5, “Audit Evidence”,

with respect to certain specific financial statement

amounts and other disclosures.  Application of the stan-

dards and guidance provided in this AAS will assist the

auditor in obtaining audit evidence with respect to the

specific financial statement amounts and other disclo-

sures.  This AAS comprises the following parts: 

Part A: Attendance at Physical Inventory Counting

Part B: Inquiry Regarding Litigation and Claims

Part C: Valuation and Disclosure of Long-term

Investments

Part D: Segment Information

Part A: Attendance at Physical Inventory
Counting

2. The auditor should perform audit procedures

designed to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evi-

dence during his attendance at physical inventory

counting. 

Definitions

3. Definitions regarding “Inventory” are given in

Accounting Standard (AS) 2, Valuation of Inventories,

issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of

India, and are adopted for the purposes of this AAS1.

4. Physical verification of inventories is the responsi-

bility of the management of the entity. Management

ordinarily establishes procedures under which inven-

tory is physically counted at least once in a year (end of

the year, generally, or as near the end of the year as pos-

sible) to serve as a basis for preparation of the financial

statements or to ascertain the reliability of the perpetual

inventory system.

5. When inventory is material to the financial state-

ments, the auditor should obtain sufficient appropri-

ate audit evidence regarding its existence and condi-

tion by attendance at physical inventory counting

unless impracticable, due to factors such as the nature

and location of the inventory. The attendance at such

physical inventory counting will enable the auditor to

inspect the inventory, to observe compliance with the

operation of management’s procedures for recording and

controlling the results of the count and to provide evi-

dence as to the reliability of management’s procedures.

6. If unable to attend the physical inventory count on the

date planned due to unforeseen circumstances, the

auditor should take or observe some physical counts

on an alternative date and where necessary, perform

alternative audit procedures to assess whether the

changes in inventory between the date of physical

count and the period end date are correctly recorded.

7. Where attendance at the physical inventory counting

is impracticable, the auditor should consider whether

alternative procedures provide sufficient appropriate

audit evidence of existence and condition of inventory

AAS 34

AUDIT EVIDENCE—ADDITIONAL

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SPECIFIC ITEMS

1 Paragraph 3 of the Accounting Standard (AS) 2, Valuation of Inventories, states as follows:

“3. The following terms are used in this Statement with the meanings specified:

Inventories are assets:

(a) held for sale in the ordinary course of business;

(b) in the process of production for such sale; or

(c) in the form of materials or supplies to be consumed in the production process or in the rendering of services.”
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to conclude that the auditor need not make reference

to a scope limitation.  For example, the auditor should

examine a sample of documents evidencing the move-

ment of inventory into and out of stores shortly before and

after the cut – off date, and verify whether the inventory

represented by those documents were included or

excluded, as appropriate during the inventory count. 

8. In planning attendance at the physical inventory count

or the alternative procedures, the auditor would con-

sider the following:

◆ The nature of the accounting and internal control

systems used regarding inventory.

◆ Inherent, control and detection risks, and materiality

related to inventory. 

◆ Whether adequate procedures are established and

proper instructions issued for physical inventory

counting.

◆ The timing of the count.

◆ The locations at which inventory is held and its nature.

◆ Whether an expert’s assistance is needed.

When inventory is situated in several locations, the auditor

would consider at which locations attendance is appropri-

ate, taking into account the materiality of the inventory and

the risk of material misstatement and the assessment of

inherent and control risk at different locations.

9. The auditor would review management’s instructions

regarding:

(a) The application of control procedures, for exam-

ple, collection of used stock-sheets, accounting for

unused stock-sheets, tagging and count and re-

count procedures;

(b) Accurate identification of the stage of completion

of work in progress,  slow moving, obsolete, dam-

aged or rejected items,  inventory owned by a third

party, for example, on consignment and inventory

in transit; and 

(c) Appropriate arrangements made regarding the

movement of inventory between areas and the

shipping and receipt of inventory before and after

the cut-off date.

10. The auditor would also consider cut-off procedures

including details of the movement of inventory just

prior to, during and after the count to ensure that such

movements are appropriately included and/or excluded,

as applicable from such inventory. For example,

(a) goods purchased but not received  are included in

the inventories; and 

(b) goods sold but not despatched are excluded from

the inventories.

11. When the quantities are to be determined by a physical

inventory count and the auditor attends such a count, or

when the entity operates a perpetual inventory system

and the auditor attends a count one or more times dur-

ing the year, the auditor would ordinarily observe count

procedures and perform test counts. 

12. If the entity uses procedures to estimate the physical

quantity, such as estimating a coal pile, the auditor

would need to be satisfied regarding the reasonableness

of those procedures.

13. To obtain assurance that management’s procedures are

adequately implemented, the auditor would observe

physical verification procedures performed by the

employees and perform test counts. When performing

counts, the auditor would test both the completeness and

the accuracy of the count records by tracing items

selected from those records to the physical inventory

sheets and items selected from the physical inventory to

the count records. Where tagging method of physical

count of inventory is used, the auditor would verify the

tag reconciliation prior to the counting or before finalis-

ing the count. The auditor would consider the extent to

which copies of such count records need to be retained for

subsequent audit procedures, testing and comparison.

14. For practical reasons, the physical inventory count may

be conducted at a date other than period end. This will

ordinarily be adequate for audit purposes only when the

control risk is assessed at less than high. The auditor

would assess whether, through the performance of appro-

priate audit procedures, changes in inventory between the

count date and period end are correctly recorded. 

15. When the entity operates a perpetual inventory system,

which is used to determine the period end balance, the

auditor would assess whether, through the performance

of additional procedures, the reasons for any significant

differences between the physical count and the perpet-

ual inventory records are understood and the records

are properly adjusted.

16. The auditor performs audit procedures over the final

inventory listing to assess whether it accurately reflects

actual inventory counts. 

17. When inventory is under the custody and control of a

third party, the auditor would ordinarily obtain direct

confirmation from the third party/arrange with the

entity for sending requests for such confirmation as to

the quantities and condition of inventory held on behalf

of the entity.  Further, depending on materiality of this

inventory the auditor would also consider the following:

◆ The conduct of the third party in the past with the

entity  and independence of the third party.

◆ Observing, or arranging for another auditor to

observe, the physical inventory count.

◆ Obtaining another auditor’s report on the adequacy

of the third party’s accounting and internal control

systems for ensuring that the inventory is correctly

counted and adequately safeguarded.

◆ Inspecting documentation regarding inventory held
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by third parties, for example, warehouse receipts.

◆ Subsequent receipt of goods from third parties.

Management Representations

18. The auditor should obtain a written representation

from management concerning:

(a) the completeness of information provided

regarding the inventory; and

(b) assurance with regard to adherence to laid

down procedures for  physical inventory count.

Audit Conclusions and Reporting

19. If the auditor is unable to obtain sufficient appro-

priate audit evidence concerning the existence of

inventory or adequacy of procedures adopted by

the management in respect of physical inventory

count the auditor should make a reference to a scope

limitation in his audit report.  If the inventory is not

disclosed appropriately in the financial statements,

the auditor should issue a qualified opinion.

Part B: Inquiry Regarding Litigation and
Claims

Definitions

20(a)“Litigation” means a lawsuit or legal action including

all proceedings therein.

(b) “Claims” means a right to payment or right to an equi-

table remedy for breach of performance.

21. Litigation and claims involving an entity may have a

material effect on the financial statements and thus may

be required to be disclosed and/or provided for in the

financial statements. 

22. The auditor should carry out audit procedures in

order to become aware of any litigation and claims

involving the entity which may have a material

effect on the financial statements. Such procedures

would include the following:

◆ Make appropriate inquiries of management includ-

ing obtaining representations.

◆ Review board /committee minutes and correspon-

dence with the entity’s lawyers.

◆ Examine legal and other relevant expense accounts.

◆ Use any information obtained regarding the entity’s

business including information obtained from dis-

cussions with in-house legal department, if any.

23. When litigation or claims have been identified by the

management or when the auditor believes they may

exist, and are likely to be material, the auditor may seek

direct communication with the entity’s lawyers and

such other professionals to whom the entity engages for

litigation and claims.  Such communication will assist

in obtaining sufficient appropriate audit evidence as to

whether potentially material litigation and claims are

known and management’s estimates of the financial

implications, including costs, are reliable.

24. The letter seeking direct communication with the

entity’s lawyers and such other professionals to

whom the entity engages for litigation and claims

should be prepared by management.  The auditor

should maintain control over the process of prepa-

ration and sending of the letter. The letter should

request the entity’s lawyers and such other profes-

sionals to whom the entity engages for litigation and

claims to communicate directly with the auditor.

The letter would ordinarily specify the following:

◆ A list of litigation and claims.

◆ Management’s assessment of the outcome of the lit-

igation or claim and its estimate of the financial

implications, including costs involved.

◆ A request that the entity’s lawyer confirm:

■ the reasonableness of management’s assessments;

■ provide the auditor with further information if the

list is considered to be incomplete or incorrect; and 

■ provide updated information as and when requested

by the auditor upto the date of the audit report.

25. The auditor considers the status of legal matters up to the

date of the audit report. In some instances, the auditor

may need to obtain updated information from lawyers.

26. In certain circumstances, for example, where the mat-

ter is complex or there is disagreement between man-

agement and the entity’s lawyers and such other pro-

fessionals to whom the entity engages for litigation and

claims, it may be necessary for the auditor to meet with

the entity’s lawyers and such other professionals to

whom the entity engages for litigation and claims to

discuss the likely outcome of litigation and claims.

Such meetings would take place with management’s

permission and, preferably, with a representative of

management in attendance.

27. If management refuses to give the auditor permis-

sion to communicate with the entity’s lawyers, this

would constitute a limitation on the scope of the

auditor’s work that requires expression of a quali-

fied opinion or a disclaimer of opinion as the case

may be.  Where a lawyer or a professional refuses to

respond in an appropriate manner and the auditor is

unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence

by applying alternative procedures, the auditor would

consider whether there is a scope limitation which may

lead to a qualified opinion or a disclaimer of opinion.

Management Representations

28. The auditor should obtain a written representation

from management concerning the completeness

and adequacy of information provided regarding
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the identification of litigation and claims, estimates

of financial implications, including costs, etc.

Part C: Valuation and Disclosure of Long-
Term Investments

29. The auditor should perform audit procedures

designed to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evi-

dence for valuation and disclosure of long term

investments.

Definitions

30. Definition regarding “Long Term Investments” is

given in Accounting Standard (AS) 13, Accounting for

Investments, issued by the Institute of Chartered

Accountants of India and is adopted for the purposes of

this AAS.2

31. When long-term investments are material to the

financial statements, the auditor should obtain suf-

ficient appropriate audit evidence regarding their

valuation and disclosure.

32. Audit procedures regarding long-term investments

ordinarily include obtaining audit evidence with

respect to their ownership and existence as to whether

the entity has the ability to continue to hold the invest-

ments on a long term basis and discussing with man-

agement whether the entity will continue to hold the

investments as long-term investments and obtaining

written representations to that effect.

33. Other procedures would ordinarily include: 

(a) In the case of quoted securities, considering

related financial statements and other information,

such as market quotations, which provide an indi-

cation of value and comparing such values to the

carrying amount of the securities  up to the date of

the auditor’s report.

(b) In case of unquoted securities, ascertaining the

method adopted by the entity for determining the

value of such securities as at the year end. The audi-

tor should examine whether the method adopted by

the entity is one of the recognised methods of valu-

ation of securities such as Profit Earning Capacity

Value method, break-up value method, capitalisa-

tion of yield method, yield to maturity method, etc.

(c) In the case of investments other than in the form of

securities, ensuring that the market value has been

ascertained on the basis of authentic market reports,

and /or based on expert’s opinion, if warranted. 

34. If such values do not exceed the carrying amounts, the

auditor would consider whether a write-down is

required. If there is an uncertainty as to whether the car-

rying amount will be recovered, the auditor would con-

sider whether appropriate adjustments and/or disclo-

sures have been made.

Management Representations

35. The auditor should obtain a written representation

from management regarding :

(a) the completeness of information provided

regarding valuation and disclosure of long term

investments;

(b) the valuation of long term investments in the

financial statements including adequacy of pro-

vision for diminution in such values, wherever

required; and

(c) the intention of the management to continue to

hold long-term investments as long-term

investments.

Audit Conclusions and Reporting

36. If the auditor is unable to obtain sufficient appro-

priate audit evidence concerning the existence, val-

uation of long term investments or concludes that

their disclosure in the financial statements is not

adequate, the auditor should express a qualified

opinion or a disclaimer of opinion in the audit

report, as may be appropriate.

Part D: Segment Information
37. The auditor should perform audit procedures designed

to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence for

appropriate disclosure of segment information.

Definitions

38. “Segment Information” means the information to be

disclosed in respect of reportable segments as given in

Accounting Standard (AS) 17, “Segment Reporting”,

issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of

India or as defined in the financial reporting framework

applicable to the entity. 

39. When segment information is material to the finan-

cial statements, the auditor should obtain sufficient

appropriate audit evidence regarding its disclosure

in accordance with the applicable identified finan-

cial reporting framework. 
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2 Paragraph 3 of Accounting Standard (AS) 13, Accounting for Investments, states as follows:

“3.The following terms are used in this Statement with the meanings assigned:

A Current Investment is an investment that is by its nature readily realizable and is intended to be held for not more than one year from the

date on which such investment is made.

A long term investment is an investment other than a current investment.”



40. The auditor considers segment information in relation

to the financial statements taken as a whole, and is not

required to apply auditing procedures that would be nec-

essary to express an opinion on the segment information

standing alone. Audit procedures regarding segment

information ordinarily consist of analytical procedures

and other audit tests appropriate in the circumstances. 

41. The auditor would discuss with management the methods

used in determining segment information, and consider

whether such methods are likely to result in disclosure in

accordance with the applicable financial reporting frame-

work and test the application of such methods. The audi-

tor would consider sales, transfers and charges between

segments, elimination of inter-segment amounts, com-

parisons with budgets and other expected results, for

example, operating profits as a percentage of sales, and

the allocation of assets and costs among segments includ-

ing consistency with prior periods and the adequacy of the

disclosures with respect to inconsistencies.

Management Representations

42. The auditor should obtain a written representation

from management concerning:

(a) the completeness of information regarding seg-

ments and disclosure thereof; and

(b) appropriateness of the selected segments based

on risks and returns; and

(c) the organizational structure of an enterprise

and its internal financial reporting system and

any deviations therefrom.

Audit Conclusions and Reporting 

43. If the auditor is unable to obtain sufficient appro-

priate audit evidence concerning segment informa-

tion or concludes that their disclosure in the finan-

cial statements is not adequate, the auditor should

express a qualified opinion or a disclaimer of opin-

ion in the audit report, as may be appropriate.

Effective Date

44. This Auditing and Assurance Standard becomes oper-

ative for all audits related to accounting periods beginning

on or after 1 April 2005.

Compatibility with the International
Standard on Auditing (ISA) 501
The auditing standards established in this AAS are gener-

ally consistent in all material respects with those set out in

ISA 501, “Audit Evidence – Additional Considerations for

Specific Items” except the following:

(a) Due to practical reasons, paragraph 23 of the AAS

requires that when litigation or claims have been identi-

fied by the management or when the auditor believes they

may exist, and are likely to be material, the auditor may

seek direct communication with the entity’s lawyers.  The

auditor need not necessarily communicate with the enti-

ty’s lawyers and such other professionals to whom the

entity engages for litigation and claims in case the auditor

is able to obtain the sufficient appropriate audit evidence

regarding the identification of litigation and claims

involving the entity which may have a material effect on

the financial statements. The ISA on the other hand

requires that the auditor should communicate with the

entity’s lawyers to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evi-

dence as to whether potentially material litigation and

claims are known and management’s estimates of the

financial implications, including costs, are reliable.  

(b) Each part of the AAS contains the requirements

related to obtaining the management representations

[see paragraphs 18, 28, 35 and 42].  There is, however,

no such requirement in the ISA. ■
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Penal action against the members who are not

complying with the Requirements of the 

Statement on Continuing Professional Education

In accordance with the powers of the Council of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India provided in the Statement on
Continuing Professional Education, the Council at its 246th

meeting, held recently, has decided the following penal
action, against the members who have not complied, with
the requirements of the Statement on Continuing
Professional Education (i.e., those who have not accumu-
lated the required quantum of CPE Credit hours by undergo-
ing the learning activities as specified in the Statement)
1. Any shortfall in the CPE Credit for the calendar year 2003

(i.e. 6 hours) and for the calendar year 2004 (i.e. 15 hours)
should be met before 31st December 2005.    However,
the members have to accumulate twice the quantum of
CPE Credit, which fell short of the requirement for the
year 2003 and 2004. For instance, if the member had
earned only 4 hours of CPE Credit for the year 2003
(against the requirement of 6 hours), they have to accu-
mulate 4 (i.e., (6-4)*2) hours of CPE Credit before 31st
December 2005 (in addition to the requirements for the
calendar year 2005). The analogy should be followed for
the shortfall of the calendar year 2004 also.

2. Publication of names of those who are not complying
with the CPE requirements for the two calendar years.

3. Restriction of certain members rights like empanel-
ment who are not complying with the requirements
for three calendar years.

4. Any other action in accordance with the provisions of
the Chartered Accountants Act, 1949 and Chartered
Accountants Regulations, 1988 and modifications
made there under from time to time.  However, any
such penal action will be announced in advance for
the information of the members who are covered by
the provisions of the Statement.


